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Abstract

The MultiWOZ 2.0 dataset was released in001
2018. It consists of more than 10,000 task-002
oriented dialogues spanning 7 domains, and003
has greatly stimulated the research of task-004
oriented dialogue systems. However, there is005
substantial noise in the state annotations, which006
hinders a proper evaluation of dialogue state007
tracking models. To tackle this issue, mas-008
sive efforts have been devoted to correcting009
the annotations, resulting in three improved010
versions of this dataset (i.e., MultiWOZ 2.1-011
2.3). Even so, there are still lots of incorrect012
and inconsistent annotations. This work intro-013
duces MultiWOZ 2.4, in which we refine all014
annotations in the validation set and test set on015
top of MultiWOZ 2.1. The annotations in the016
training set remain unchanged to encourage ro-017
bust and noise-resilient model training. We fur-018
ther benchmark nine state-of-the-art dialogue019
state tracking models. All these models achieve020
much higher performance on MultiWOZ 2.4021
than on MultiWOZ 2.1.022

1 Introduction023

Task-oriented dialogue systems serve as personal024

assistants. They play an important role in help-025

ing users accomplish numerous tasks such as hotel026

booking, restaurant reservation, and map naviga-027

tion. An essential module in task-oriented dialogue028

systems is the dialogue state tracker, which aims to029

keep track of users’ intentions at each turn of a con-030

versation (Mrkšić et al., 2017). The state informa-031

tion is then leveraged to determine the next system032

action and generate the next system response.033

In recent years, tremendous advances have been034

made in the research of task-oriented dialogue sys-035

tems, attributed to a number of publicly available036

dialogue datasets like DSTC2 (Henderson et al.,037

2014), FRAMES (El Asri et al., 2017), WOZ (Wen038

et al., 2017), M2M (Shah et al., 2018), MultiWOZ039

2.0 (Budzianowski et al., 2018), SGD (Rastogi040

et al., 2020), CrossWOZ (Zhu et al., 2020), Ri-041

SAWOZ (Quan et al., 2020), and TreeDST (Cheng 042

et al., 2020). Among them, MultiWOZ 2.0 is the 043

first large-scale dataset spanning multiple domains 044

and thus has attracted the most attention. Specif- 045

ically, MultiWOZ 2.0 contains about 10,000 dia- 046

logues spanning 7 domains including attraction, 047

bus, hospital, hotel, restaurant, taxi, and train. 048

However, substantial noise has been found in the 049

dialogue state annotations of MultiWOZ 2.0 (Eric 050

et al., 2020). To remedy this issue, Eric et al. (2020) 051

fixed 32% of dialogue state annotations across 40% 052

of the dialogue turns, resulting in an improved ver- 053

sion MultiWOZ 2.1. Despite the significant im- 054

provement on annotation quality, MultiWOZ 2.1 055

still severely suffers from incorrect and inconsis- 056

tent annotations (Zhang et al., 2020; Hosseini-Asl 057

et al., 2020). The state-of-the-art joint goal accu- 058

racy (Zhong et al., 2018) for dialogue state tracking 059

on MultiWOZ 2.1 is merely around 60% (Li et al., 060

2021). Even worse, the noise in the validation set 061

and test set makes it relatively challenging to assess 062

model performance properly and adequately. To 063

reduce the impact of noise, different preprocessing 064

strategies have been utilized by existing models. 065

For example, TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) fixes some 066

general annotation errors. SimpleTOD (Hosseini- 067

Asl et al., 2020) cleans partial noisy annotations in 068

the test set. TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) constructs a 069

label map to handle value variants. These prepro- 070

cessing strategies, albeit helpful, lead to an unfair 071

performance comparison. In view of this, we argue 072

that it is valuable to further refine the annotations 073

of MultiWOZ 2.1. 074

As a matter of fact, massive efforts have al- 075

ready been made to further improve the annotation 076

quality of MultiWOZ 2.1, resulting in MultiWOZ 077

2.2 (Zang et al., 2020) and MultiWOZ 2.3 (Han 078

et al., 2020b). Nonetheless, they both have some 079

limitations. More concretely, MultiWOZ 2.2 al- 080

lows the presence of multiple values in the dialogue 081

state. But it doesn’t cover all the value variants. 082
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Domain Slot
attraction area, name, type

bus
arriveby, book people, day,
departure, destination, leaveat

hospital department

hotel
area, book day, book people,
book stay, internet, name,
parking, pricerange, stars, type

restaurant
area, book day, book people,
book time, food, name, pricerange

taxi
arriveby, departure,
destination, leaveat

train
arriveby, book people, day,
departure, destination, leaveat

Table 1: The predefined slots within each domain.

This incompleteness brings about serious inconsis-083

tencies. MultiWOZ 2.3 focuses on dialogue act084

annotations. The noise on dialogue state annota-085

tions has not been fully resolved.086

In this work, we introduce MultiWOZ 2.4, an up-087

dated version on top of MultiWOZ 2.1, to improve088

dialogue state tracking evaluation. Specifically, we089

identify and fix all the incorrect and inconsistent090

annotations in the validation set and test set. This091

refinement results in changes to the state annota-092

tions of more than 40% of turns over 65% of dia-093

logues. Since our main purpose is to improve the094

correctness and fairness of model evaluation, the095

annotations in the training set remain unchanged.096

Even so, the empirical study shows that much bet-097

ter performance can be achieved on MultiWOZ 2.4098

than on all the previous versions (i.e., MultiWOZ099

2.0-2.3). Furthermore, a noisy training set moti-100

vates us to design robust and noise-resilient training101

mechanisms, e.g., data augmentation (Summerville102

et al., 2020) and noisy label learning (Han et al.,103

2020a). Considering that collecting noise-free large104

multi-domain dialogue datasets is costly and labor-105

intensive, we believe that training robust dialogue106

state tracking models from noisy training data will107

be of great interest to both industry and academia.108

2 Annotation Refinement109

In the MultiWOZ 2.0 dataset, the dialogue state110

is represented as a set of predefined slots (refer to111

Table 1 for all the slots of each domain) and their112

corresponding values. The slot values are extracted113

from the dialogue context. For example, attraction-114

area=centre means that the slot is attraction-area115

and its value is centre. Since a dialogue may in-116

volve multiple domains and each domain also has 117

multiple slots, it is impractical to ensure that the 118

state annotations obtained via a crowdsourcing pro- 119

cess are consistent and noise-free. Even though 120

MultiWOZ 2.1 has tried to correct the annotation 121

errors, the refining process was based on crowd- 122

sourcing as well. Therefore, MultiWOZ 2.1 still 123

suffers from incorrect and inconsistent annotations. 124

2.1 Annotation Error Types 125

We identify and fix ten types of annotation errors 126

(including inconsistent annotations) in the valida- 127

tion set and test set of MultiWOZ 2.1. Figure 1 128

shows an example for each error type. 129

• Context Mismatch: The slot has been anno- 130

tated, however, its value is inconsistent with 131

the one mentioned in the dialogue context. 132

• Mis-Annotation: The slot is not annotated, 133

even though its value has been mentioned. 134

• Not Mentioned: The slot has been annotated, 135

however, its value has not been mentioned in 136

the dialogue context at all. 137

• Multiple Values: The slot should have multi- 138

ple values, but not all values are included. 139

• Typo: The slot has been correctly annotated, 140

except that its value includes a typo. 141

• Implicit Time Processing: This relates to the 142

slots that take time as the value. Instead of 143

copying the time specified in the dialogue con- 144

text, the value has been implicitly processed 145

(e.g., adding or subtracting 15 min). 146

• Slot Mismatch: The extracted value is cor- 147

rect, but it has been matched to a wrong slot. 148

• Incomplete Value: The slot value is a sub- 149

string or an abbreviation of its full shape (e.g., 150

“Thurs" vs. “Thursday"). 151

• Delayed Annotation: The slot has been an- 152

notated several turns later than its value first 153

mentioned in the dialogue context. 154

• Unnecessary Annotation: These unneces- 155

sary annotations are not incorrect but they 156

exacerbate inconsistencies as different anno- 157

tators have different opinions on whether to 158

annotate these slots or not. In general, the val- 159

ues of these slots are mentioned by the system 160
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Error Type Conversation MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4
Context 
Mismatch

Usr: Hello, I would like to book a taxi from restaurant 2 two to 
the museum of classical archaeology.

taxi-destination=museum of 
archaelogy and anthropology

taxi-destination=museum 
of classical archaeology

Mis-Annotation Usr: I need a place to dine in the centre of town. rest.-area=none rest.-area=centre

Not Mentioned Usr: I am planning a trip in Cambridge. hotel-internet=dontcare hotel-internet=none

Multiple Values
Usr: Something classy nearby for dinner, preferably Italian or 
Indian cuisine?

rest.-food=Indian rest.-food=Indian|Italian

Typo Usr: I am looking for a restaurant that serves Portuguese food. rest.-food=Portugese rest.-food=Portuguese

Implicit Time 
Processing

Usr: I need a train leaving after 10:00. train-leaveat=10:15 train-leaveat=10:00

Slot 
Mismatch

Usr: Can you please help me find a place to go in town in the 
same area as the hotel? Preferably a college.

attraction-name=college
attraction-type=none

attraction-name=none
attraction-type=college

Incomplete
Value

Sys: I recommend Charlie Chan. Would you like a table?
Usr: Yes. Monday, 8 people, 10:30. rest.-name=Charlie rest.-name=Charlie Chan

Delayed 
Annotation

Usr: Please recommend one and book it for 6 people.
Sys: I would recommend express by holiday inn Cambridge. 
From what day should I book?
Usr: Starting Saturday. I need 5 nights for 6 people.

hotel-book people=none

hotel-book people=6

hotel-book people=6

hotel-book people=6

Unnecessary 
Annotation

Usr: I am looking for a museum.
Sys: The Broughton house gallery is a museum in the centre.
Usr: That sounds good. Could I get their phone number? attraction-area=centre attraction-area=none

Figure 1: Examples of each error type. For each example, only the problematic slots are presented. “rest.” is short
for restaurant. Note that in the state annotations of the MultiWOZ dataset, a slot is represented as the concatenation
of the domain name and the slot name to include the domain information.

to respond to previous user requests or provide161

supplementary information. We found that in162

most dialogues, these slots are not annotated.163

Hence, we remove these annotations. How-164

ever, the name-related slots are an exception.165

If the user requests more information (e.g., ad-166

dress and postcode) about the recommended167

“name”, the slots will be annotated.168

2.2 Annotation Refinement Procedure169

In the validation set and test set of MutliWOZ 2.1,170

there are 2,000 dialogues with more than 14,000171

dialogue turns. And there are 5 domains with a to-172

tal of 30 slots (the bus domain and hospital domain173

only occur in the training set). To guarantee that the174

refined annotations are as correct and consistent as175

possible, we decided to rectify the annotations by176

ourselves rather than crowd-workers. However, if177

we check the annotations of all 30 slots at each turn,178

the workload is too heavy. To ease the burden, we179

instead only checked the annotations of turn-active180

slots. A slot being turn-active indicates that its181

value is determined by the dialogue context of cur-182

rent turn and is not inherited from previous turns.183

The average number of turn-active slots in the orig-184

inal annotations and in the refined annotations is185

1.16 and 1.18, respectively. The full dialogue state186

is then obtained by accumulating all turn-active187

states from the first turn to current turn.188

We also observed that some slot values are men- 189

tioned in different forms, such as “concert hall” vs. 190

“concerthall” and “guest house” vs. “guest houses”. 191

The name-related slot values may have a word 192

the at the beginning, e.g., “Peking restaurant” vs. 193

“the Peking restaurant”. We normalized these vari- 194

ants by selecting the one with the most frequency. 195

In addition, all time-related slot values have been 196

updated to the 24:00 format. We performed the 197

above refining process twice to reduce mistakes 198

and it took us one month to finish this task. 199

2.3 Statistics on Refined Annotations 200

Table 2 shows the count and percentage of slot 201

values changed in MultiWOZ 2.4 compared with 202

MultiWOZ 2.1. Note that none and dontcare 203

are regarded as two special values. As can be seen, 204

most slot values remain unchanged. This is be- 205

cause a dialogue only has a few active slots and 206

all the other slots always take the value none. Ta- 207

ble 3 further reports the ratio of refined slots, turns 208

and dialogues. Here, the ratio of refined slots is 209

computed on the basis of refined turns. It is shown 210

that the corrected states relate to more than 40% 211

of turns over 65% of dialogues. On average, the 212

annotations of 1.53 (30× 5.10%) slots at each re- 213

fined turn have been rectified. We then report the 214

value vocabulary size (i.e., the number of candidate 215

values) of each slot and its value change ratio in 216
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Refinement Type Count Ratio(%)
no change 433,064 97.92
none→value 3,230 0.73
valueA/dontcare→valueB 1,506 0.34
value/dontcare→none 2,846 0.64
none/value→dontcare 1,614 0.36

Table 2: The count and ratio of slot values changed in
MultiWOZ 2.4 compared with MultiWOZ 2.1. “none”
and “dontcare” are regarded as two special values.

Dataset Slot(%) Turn(%) Dialogue(%)
val 5.03 42.32 67.10
test 5.17 39.29 63.56
total 5.10 40.81 65.33

Table 3: The ratio of refined states, turns and dialogues.

Table 4. For some slots, the value vocabulary size217

decreases due to value normalization and error cor-218

rection. For some slots, the value vocabulary size219

increases mainly because a few labels that contain220

multiple values have been additionally introduced.221

Table 4 also indicates that the value change ratio of222

the name-related slots is the highest. Since these223

slots usually have “longer” values, the annotators224

are more likely to make incomplete and inconsis-225

tent annotations.226

3 Benchmark Evaluation227

In this part, we present some benchmark results.228

3.1 Benchmark Models229

In recent years, many neural dialogue state track-230

ing models have been proposed based on the Multi-231

WOZ dataset. These models can be roughly divided232

into two categories: predefined ontology-based233

methods and open vocabulary-based methods. The234

ontology-based methods perform classification by235

scoring all possible slot-value pairs in the ontology236

and selecting the value with the highest score as the237

prediction. By contrast, the open vocabulary-based238

methods directly generate or extract slot values239

from the dialogue context. We benchmark the per-240

formance of our refined dataset on both types of241

methods, including SUMBT (Lee et al., 2019)1,242

CHAN (Shan et al., 2020)2, STAR (Ye et al.,243

1https://github.com/SKTBrain/SUMBT
2https://github.com/smartyfh/CHAN-DST

Slot 2.1 2.4 Val(%) Test(%)
attraction-area 7 8 1.97 1.93
attraction-name 106 92 5.17 5.08
attraction-type 17 23 4.62 3.77
hotel-area 7 8 3.92 3.99
hotel-book day 8 8 0.33 0.52
hotel-book people 9 9 0.68 0.53
hotel-book stay 6 7 0.42 0.42
hotel-internet 5 4 2.32 2.24
hotel-name 48 46 6.28 3.95
hotel-parking 5 4 2.54 2.35
hotel-pricerange 6 6 1.76 2.06
hotel-stars 8 10 1.52 1.44
hotel-type 5 4 5.06 4.78
rest.-area 7 8 2.18 2.38
rest.-book day 8 11 0.35 0.27
rest.-book people 9 9 0.37 0.45
rest.-book time 59 62 0.56 0.46
rest.-food 89 93 2.58 2.28
rest.-name 135 121 7.61 5.40
rest.-pricerange 5 7 1.51 2.05
taxi-arriveby 62 61 0.41 0.56
taxi-departure 177 172 0.80 0.86
taxi-destination 185 181 1.13 0.60
taxi-leaveat 92 89 0.84 0.45
train-arriveby 109 73 1.40 2.86
train-book people 11 12 1.22 1.76
train-day 8 9 0.31 0.24
train-departure 19 15 0.71 1.10
train-destination 20 17 0.71 1.00
train-leaveat 128 96 4.64 5.12

Table 4: The slot value vocabulary size counted on
the validation set and test set of MultiWOZ 2.1 and
MultiWOZ 2.4, respectively, and the slot-specific value
change ratio. “rest.” is the abbreviation of restaurant.

2021)3, TRADE (Wu et al., 2019)4, PIN (Chen 244

et al., 2020)5, SOM-DST (Kim et al., 2020)6, Sim- 245

pleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020)7, SAVN (Wang 246

et al., 2020)8, and TripPy (Heck et al., 2020)9. 247

Among them, the first three are ontology-based 248

3https://github.com/smartyfh/DST-STAR
4https://github.com/jasonwu0731/

trade-dst
5https://github.com/BDBC-KG-NLP/PIN_

EMNLP2020
6https://github.com/clovaai/som-dst
7https://github.com/salesforce/

simpletod
8https://github.com/wyxlzsq/savn
9https://gitlab.cs.uni-duesseldorf.de/

general/dsml/trippy-public
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Model
Joint Goal Accuracy (%) Slot Accuracy (%)

MWZ 2.1
Test

MWZ 2.4
Test

MWZ 2.4
Val

MWZ 2.1
Test

MWZ 2.4
Test

predefined
ontology

SUMBT 49.01 61.86 (+12.85) 62.31 96.76 97.90
CHAN 53.38 68.25 (+14.87) 68.23 97.39 98.52
STAR 56.36 73.62 (+17.26) 74.59 97.59 98.85

open
vocabulary

TRADE 45.60 55.05 (+9.45) 57.01 96.55 97.62
PIN 48.40 58.92 (+10.52) 60.37 97.02 98.02

SOM-DST 51.24 66.78 (+15.54) 68.77 97.15 98.38
SimpleTOD 51.75 57.18 (+5.43) 55.02 96.78 96.97

SAVN 54.86 60.55 (+5.69) 61.91 97.55 98.05
TripPy 55.18 59.62 (+4.44) 60.06 97.48 97.94

Table 5: Joint goal accuracy and slot accuracy of different models on MultiWOZ 2.1 and MultiWOZ 2.4.

Dataset SUMBT (%) TRADE (%)
MultiWOZ 2.0 48.81 48.62
MultiWOZ 2.1 49.01 45.60
MultiWOZ 2.2 49.70 46.60
MultiWOZ 2.3 52.90 49.20
MultiWOZ 2.3-cof 54.60 49.90
MultiWOZ 2.4 61.86 55.05

Table 6: Comparison of test set joint goal accuracy on
different versions of the MultiWOZ dataset.

approaches. The rest are open vocabulary-based249

methods. For all these models, we employ the de-250

fault hyperparameter settings to retrain them on251

MultiWOZ 2.4.252

3.2 Results Analysis253

We adopt the joint goal accuracy (Zhong et al.,254

2018) and slot accuracy as the evaluation metrics.255

The joint goal accuracy is defined as the ratio of di-256

alogue turns in which each slot value has been cor-257

rectly predicted. The slot accuracy is defined as the258

average accuracy of all slots. The detailed results259

are presented in Table 5. As can be observed, all260

models achieve much higher performance on Mul-261

tiWOZ 2.4. The ontology-based models demon-262

strate the highest performance promotion, mainly263

benefiting from the improved ontology. SAVN and264

TripPy show the least performance increase, be-265

cause they have already utilized some value nor-266

malization techniques to tackle label variants in267

MultiWOZ 2.1. SimpleTOD also shows the least268

performance improvement. The reason may be that269

SimpleTOD generates state values directly while270

other methods such as TRADE leverage the copy271

mechanism (See et al., 2017) to assist in the genera-272

tion process. We then report the joint goal accuracy273

Domain SOM-DST (%) STAR (%)
2.1 2.4 2.1 2.4

attraction 69.83 83.22 70.95 84.45
hotel 49.53 64.52 52.99 69.10
restaurant 65.72 77.67 69.17 84.20
taxi 59.96 54.76 66.67 73.63
train 70.36 82.73 75.10 90.36

Table 7: Comparison of domain-specific test set joint
goal accuracy on MultiWOZ 2.1 and MultiWOZ 2.4.

of SUMBT and TRADE on different versions of 274

the dataset in Table 6, in which MultiWOZ 2.3-cof 275

means MultiWOZ 2.3 with co-reference applied. 276

As can be seen, both methods perform better on 277

MultiWOZ 2.4 than on all the previous versions. 278

We also include the domain-specific accuracy of 279

SOM-DST and STAR in Table 7, which shows that 280

except SOM-DST in the taxi domain, both methods 281

demonstrate higher performance in each domain. 282

3.3 Per-Slot (Slot-Specific) Accuracy 283

In the previous subsection, we have presented the 284

joint goal accuracy and average slot accuracy of 285

nine state-of-the-art dialogue state tracking models. 286

The results have strongly verified the quality of our 287

refined annotations. Here, we further report the 288

per-slot (slot-specific) accuracy of SUMBT on dif- 289

ferent versions of the MultiWOZ dataset. The slot- 290

specific accuracy is defined as the ratio of dialogue 291

turns in which the value of a particular slot has been 292

correctly predicted. The results are shown in Ta- 293

ble 8, from which we can observe that the majority 294

of slots (21 out of 30) demonstrate higher accura- 295

cies on MultiWOZ 2.4. Even though MultiWOZ 296

2.3-cof additionally introduces the co-reference an- 297

notations as a kind of auxiliary information, it still 298
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Slot MultiWOZ
2.1

MultiWOZ
2.2

MultiWOZ
2.3

MultiWOZ
2.3-cof

MultiWOZ
2.4

attraction-area 95.94 95.97 96.28 96.80 96.38
attraction-name 93.64 93.92 95.28 94.59 96.38
attraction-type 96.76 97.12 96.53 96.91 98.24
hotel-area 94.33 94.44 94.65 95.02 96.16
hotel-book day 98.87 99.06 99.04 99.32 99.52
hotel-book people 98.66 98.72 98.93 99.17 99.19
hotel-book stay 99.23 99.50 99.70 99.70 99.88
hotel-internet 97.02 97.02 97.45 97.56 97.96
hotel-name 94.67 93.76 94.71 94.71 96.92
hotel-parking 97.04 97.19 97.90 98.34 98.68
hotel-pricerange 96.00 96.23 95.90 96.40 96.59
hotel-stars 97.88 97.95 97.99 98.09 99.16
hotel-type 94.67 94.22 95.92 95.65 94.75
restaurant-area 96.30 95.47 95.52 96.05 97.52
restaurant-book day 98.90 98.91 98.83 99.66 98.59
restaurant-book people 98.91 98.98 99.17 99.21 99.31
restaurant-book time 99.43 99.24 99.31 99.46 99.28
restaurant-food 97.69 97.61 97.49 97.64 98.71
restaurant-name 92.71 93.18 95.10 94.91 96.01
restaurant-pricerange 95.36 95.65 95.75 96.26 96.59
taxi-arriveby 98.36 98.03 98.18 98.45 98.17
taxi-departure 96.13 96.35 96.15 97.49 96.55
taxi-destination 95.70 95.50 95.56 97.59 95.68
taxi-leaveat 98.91 98.96 99.04 99.02 98.72
train-arriveby 96.40 96.40 96.54 96.76 98.85
train-book people 97.26 97.04 97.29 97.67 98.62
train-day 98.63 98.60 99.04 99.38 98.94
train-departure 98.43 98.40 97.56 97.50 99.32
train-destination 98.55 98.30 97.96 97.86 99.43
train-leaveat 93.64 94.14 93.98 93.96 96.96

Table 8: Per-slot (slot-specific) accuracy (%) of SUMBT on different versions of the dataset. The results on
MultiWOZ 2.1-2.3 and MultiWOZ 2.3-cof are from (Han et al., 2020b). It is shown that most slots demonstrate
stronger performance on MultiWOZ 2.4 than on all the other versions.

only shows the best performance in 7 slots. Com-299

pared with MultiWOZ 2.1, SUMBT has achieved300

higher slot-specific accuracies in 26 slots on Mul-301

tiWOZ 2.4. These results confirm again the utility302

and validity of our refined version MultiWOZ 2.4.303

3.4 Case Study304

In order to understand more intuitively why the305

refined annotations can boost the performance, we306

showcase several dialogues from the test set in307

Table 9, where we include the annotations of Mul-308

tiWOZ 2.1 and MultiWOZ 2.4 and also the predic-309

tions of SOM-DST and STAR. It is easy to check310

that the annotations of MultiWOZ 2.1 are incor-311

rect, while the annotations of MultiWOZ 2.4 are312

consistent with the dialogue context. As can be 313

observed, for the first four dialogues, the predic- 314

tions of both SOM-DST and STAR are the same 315

as the annotations of MultiWOZ 2.4. For the last 316

dialogue, the prediction of STAR is consistent with 317

the annotation of MultiWOZ 2.4, while the pre- 318

dicted slot value of SOM-DST is different from 319

the annotations of both MultiWOZ 2.1 and Multi- 320

WOZ 2.4. Since MultiWOZ 2.1 and MultiWOZ 2.4 321

share the same training set, we can conclude that 322

the refined annotations help us evaluate the model 323

performance more properly and the performance 324

obtained on MultiWOZ 2.4 will also be higher. 325
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Dialogue ID Dialogue Context, Groundtruth Annotations, and Predictions of SOM-DST and STAR

PMUL1931

Sys: We have 6 different guest houses that fit your criteria. Do you have a specific price range in mind?
Usr: No, it does not matter.

MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4 SOM-DST STAR
hotel-pricerange

none

hotel-pricerange

dontcare

hotel-pricerange

dontcare

hotel-pricerange

dontcare

PMUL3158
Usr: I want to find a place in town to visit called jesus green outdoor pool.

MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4 SOM-DST STAR
attraction-type

swimming pool

attraction-type

none

attraction-type

none

attraction-type

none

MUL1489

Sys: Ok, you are all set for cote on Friday, table for 8 at 17:30. Can I help with anything else?
Usr: Can I have the reference number for the reservation please?
Sys: Booking was unsuccessful. Can you try another time slot?
Usr: What about 16:30?

MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4 SOM-DST STAR
restaurant-book time

17:30

restaurant-book time

16:30

restaurant-book time

16:30

restaurant-book time

16:30

PMUL0550

Sys: I recommend Charlie Chan. Would you like to reserve a table?
Usr: Yes. Monday, 8 people, 10:30.

MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4 SOM-DST STAR
restaurant-name

Charlie

restaurant-name

Charlie Chan

restaurant-name

Charlie Chan

restaurant-name

Charlie Chan

MUL1697

Sys: I am sorry none of them have booking available for that time, another time maybe?
Usr: Is 09:45 an available time?

MultiWOZ 2.1 MultiWOZ 2.4 SOM-DST STAR
restaurant-book time

21:45

restaurant-book time

09:45

restaurant-book time

10:45

restaurant-book time

09:45

Table 9: Examples of test set dialogues in which the annotations of MultiWOZ 2.1 are incorrect but the predictions
of SOM-DST and STAR are correct (except the prediction of SOM-DST in the last example), as the predicted slot
values are consistent with the annotations of MultiWOZ 2.4. Note that only the problematic slots are presented.

4 Discussion326

Recall that in MultiWOZ 2.4, we only refined the327

annotations of the validation set and test set. The328

annotations in the training set remain unchanged329

(the same as MultiWOZ 2.1). As a result, all the330

benchmark models are retrained on the original331

noisy training set. The only difference is that we332

use the cleaned validation set to choose the best333

model and then report the results on the cleaned334

test set. Even so, we have shown in our empir-335

ical study that all the benchmark models obtain336

better performance on MultiWOZ 2.4 than on all337

the previous versions. Considering that all the pre-338

vious refined versions also corrected the (partial)339

annotation errors in the training set, the superiority340

of MultiWOZ 2.4 indicates that existing versions341

haven’t fully resolved the incorrect and inconsistent342

annotations. The cleaned validation set and test set343

of MultiWOZ 2.4 can more appropriately reflect344

the true performance of existing models. In addi- 345

tion, the refined validation set and test set can also 346

be combined with the training set of MultiWOZ 347

2.3 and thus even higher performance of existing 348

methods can be expected, as MultiWOZ 2.3 has 349

the cleanest training set by far. 350

On the other hand, it is well-understood that 351

deep (neural) models are data-hungry. However, it 352

is costly and labor-intensive to collect high-quality 353

large-scale datasets, especially dialogue datasets 354

that involve multiple domains and multiple turns. 355

The dataset composed of a large noisy training set 356

and a small clean validation set and test set is more 357

common in practice. In this regard, our refined 358

dataset is a better reflection of the realistic situation 359

we encounter in our daily life. Moreover, a noisy 360

training set may motivate us to design more robust 361

and noise-resilient training paradigms. As a mat- 362

ter of fact, noisy label learning (Han et al., 2020a; 363

Song et al., 2020) has been widely studied in the 364
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machine learning community to train robust mod-365

els from noisy training data. Numerous advanced366

techniques have been investigated as well. We hope367

to see these techniques can also be applied to the368

study of dialogue systems and thus accelerate the369

development of conversational AI.370

5 Conclusion371

In this work, we introduce MultiWOZ 2.4, an up-372

dated version of MultiWOZ 2.1, by rectifying all373

the annotation errors in the validation set and test374

set. We keep the annotations in the training set as375

is to encourage robust and noise-resilient model376

training. We further benchmark nine state-of-the-377

art dialogue state tracking models on MultiWOZ378

2.4 to facilitate future research. All the chosen379

benchmark models have demonstrated much better380

performance on MultiWOZ 2.4 than on MultiWOZ381

2.1, verifying the quality of the refined annotations.382

Potential Impacts383

We believe that our refined dataset MultiWOZ 2.4384

would have substantial impacts in the academia.385

At first, the cleaned validation set and test set can386

help us evaluate the performance of dialogue state387

tracking models more properly and fairly, which388

undoubtedly is beneficial to the research of task-389

oriented dialogue systems. In addition, MultiWOZ390

2.4 may also serve as a potential dataset to assist391

the research of noisy label learning in the machine392

learning community, especially given that many393

existing noisy label learning methods rely on syn-394

thesized noisy data to test their effectiveness.395
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